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Non Starter

Anti key theft system, operating instructions
Congratulations, you now have another level of
theft protection for your motorhome.

With

massive improvements in vehicle security, vehicle
crime is actually falling.

Unfortunately, the

theft of vehicles using the owners own keys is on
the increase.

Breaking into your home and

stealing your motorhome keys is a quick and
simple way for a thief to drive your motorhome
away: Using your keys to disarm your motorhome,
using your keys to unlock your motorhome and
using your keys start and drive your motorhome
away.

Nowadays we use our smart phones for so many things. Banks even allow you to
pay your bills now by simply “texting money”. Well we use the same idea to add
another level of protection to your motorhome.
Simply TXT your motorhome a simple code and if a thief steals your keys, he
cannot start the engine! When you want to use your motorhome, another simple
SMS message to your motorhome turns the immobilisation part of the system
off.

To Arm the immobilisation, send the message to your system: #0000*ARM#
Remember: Van Bitz will have configured the system to communicate with your
phone, and you will have saved the motorhome’s telephone number in your
“Contacts” normally saved as your registration number
Shortly after sending the message, your motorhome rings you as confirmation
that the message “ARM” has been received and acted on (you can cancel this call
therefore saving the cost – but an answerphone facility may pick it up before
cancellation). Your Non Starter™ system LED will start to flash slowly.
If you try to start your motorhome now, the engine will not start. However, you
will receive the following message when you turn the ignition on:In addition to the message, you will also receive a
telephone call to your smart phone from your
motorhome. You can decline the call or you can
accept the call. When the call is accepted, the unit
will open a microphone link to allow you “listen in”
inside your motorhome. Please bear in mind that this
function is not going to be crystal clear! The unit is
hidden in behind the dashboard for obvious security
reasons, so what you hear will be muffled but, you
will certainly hear an alarm sounding or sharp noises
such as vandalism or attempted hot wire. To close
this link simply end the call.
To disarm the immobilisation part of the system send the message:
#0000*DISARM# - the system LED will stop flashing and turn off.
Obviously with this and other messages once you have typed them once, you can
simply cut and paste or save as favourites depending on your individual phone.
If look at the SMS message you received when you toggled the ignition you will
see that there is a link to Google maps to see the position of your motorhome.
If you are not familiar with Google Maps, perhaps take a few minutes to play with
the programme. You can view the location in several ways, including satellite
photos which most people favour. You can even click the “turn right” sign and you
will be given directions to your motorhome from your current position.

There are two other main commands that you can send to your motorhome. Status
and Location. These will give you additional information that you may find useful.

If you send:- #0000*STATUS# You will receive the following message:
If you look at the message it is telling you from the top:
STATUS, the reason that it is messaging you.
The next line, on this message states “test unit” this
would normally read your registration number.
Then date and time.
Alarm (meaning immobilisation) will read either ARM or
DISARM depending on how the immobilisation is set
when you request a status message.
Engine will read either OFF or ON depending if the
ignition is on or off when you request a status message.
Speed: Indicates the speed that the motorhome is travelling.
Temp: Indicates the temperature of the unit, NOT the interior of the
motorhome.
If you send :- #0000*LOCATION# You will receive the following message:
Again each line is self explanatory really. However in
this example the motorhome ED 04 LYN in stationary
(SPD:0Km/h) but the system is receiving information
from 7 GPS satellites.
Again the position of the motorhome can be located
using Google Maps.

If the battery is disconnected you will receive a warning to advise you that
something is wrong and needs investigating.
The unit has its own battery built into it, and can
operate for a short period of time with the
vehicle battery disconnected. It is hard to say
exactly

how

long

the

unit

will

operate

independently, it will depend on how many
commands you send to the motorhome.
You will also receive a telephone call which you can
reject, or again, answer and listen in to.
Whilst in autonomous mode, you can send “Status”
commands,

“Location”

commands,

“Arm”

and

“Disarm” commands. Remember though that you
will not receive alarm or ignition messages as the
vehicle battery is flat or disconnected. If the battery is disconnected or the
power interrupted, the unit will automatically arm and immobilise the motorhome.
Please ensure that you have access to your telephone to re-instate the system
should this occur
The unit can, depending on configuration, send a message
if a selected door is opened when the motorhome is fitted
with a Strikeback or

™

motorhome alarm

system.
The system is configured to send a message if the alarm
is triggered. This is the message that you would receive.
At this point we would suggest that you investigate the
motorhome as soon as it is possible.
Again in this mode the system will telephone you in
addition to the SMS message to allow you to listen in.
Should you not have a Strikeback or Growler system installed, the unit could be
linked to a door opening and you would see the lower message.

Commissioning
Setting up a new phone or adding an additional phone:-

Send the following message to the telephone
number of your Non Starter system.
In this example it is +44 7434 186175

The message should read with the new
telephone number:

#0000*CFG*0000*+4
47769159105***+01
00*ED 04 LYN*5*0#
This will direct the unit to report from motorhome registration number
ED 04 LYN (obviously this would be YOUR
registration number) to a smart phone with the
telephone number +44 7769 159105. You can
configure the system to ring up to three
phones, but remember that this triples the
costs. To programme an additional phone:-

#0000*CFG*0000*+4
47769159105*+4474
96580422**+0100*E
D 04 LYN*5*0#

And a third:-

#0000*CFG*0000*+4
47769159105*+4474
96580422*+4455585
58444*+0100*ED 04
LYN*5*0#
Regardless of the number of telephones you programme to the system, you will receive
the message returned to you with “OK” at the beginning of the message.

Should you delete any of the numbers, the number that has been deleted will receive
a final message from the motorhome:-

ED 04 LYN
Deleted your number

British Summer time:The highlighted text, sets the system
for

British

Summer

Time

(BST).

Resending the same message with
“+0000* will change the time from say
09:15 to 08:15 The system will work

#0000*CFG*0000*+4
47769159105***+01
00*ED 04 LYN*5*0#

correctly irrespective of whether you
decide to change the time or not. Conversely, should you travel to a country with
a larger time difference, substituting “+0200* for example would change the time
to suit 2 hours ahead.

LED Status
RED LIGHT ON (LED) Slow blink:RED LIGHT OFF:-

System armed
System disarmed

The system LED will normally be in a place that you can see it should you need to check
the system but on some chassis, due to the nature of this system being “covert”, the LED
may be in a pocket or behind a flap.
________
On the actual unit there is a small LED on the left hand side which will flash twice every
two seconds when the GPS signal is fixed, and will blink twice a second whilst the system
is acquiring a useable GPS signal. On the right hand side, another LED is the status signal
for GSM reception. Again, a slow blink, signifies that the system has a useable GSM signal
and a fast blink indicates that there is no signal or the system is searching for a signal.
The GPS and GSM LED status lights are on the main unit and are not normally visible to the
user, they are for testing, checking and commissioning.

Specifications
Dimensions
GSM

GPS
Operating temperature
Power
Power Consumption
Humidity

L:95mm x W:60mm x H:20mm Weight:105g
UBLOX LEON G100, SUPPORTS 850/900/1800/1900
MHz, Voice, SMS, GPRS Class 10 CS1 – CS4. Network
operation modes 1 – 111 are supported. Class 1 (30
DBM@850/900 MHz)
UBLOX NEO-6M – Sensitivity – 160 dBm or higher
-20◦C to +35◦C
+12 VDC - +35 VDC
Normal operation 20mA Sleep state -10mA (@12VDC)
5% - 95% Non-Condensing
Messages

There are many message App’s to allow you to simply type these commands in
once, and then select the appropriate message easily and quickly. We use “MT”
Message Template, a free App from Square Bracket Software. This is free and
easy to use. It is worth considering this as most problems with the Non Starter
are caused by the user. An extra space missed, or a lower case command, will
render the message as incorrect to the Non Starter and be ignored!!
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